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From: Johnnybe realgood <johnnybegood55@msn.com> 

Sent: Saturday, 22 July 2017 12:00 AM 

To: Humanrights Commissioner 

Subject: opcat response 

 

Hi -- im not sure what this is about-- but id like to respond to some of it-- 
 
1. What is your experience of the inspection framework for places of detention in the state or territory 
where you are based, or in relation to places of detention the Australian Government is responsible for? 
 
1/ answer-- if by inspection- you mean bully finders going to the bins to get the dodgy ones out of there- by 
inspecting- then id say why isn't it already happening-- anyone clued up enough- people who have suffered 
from "Government" bullies- would be able to spot them- and get them out of there, no worries at all- not 
doing that-- and I know they don't- to me, is an admission of the bully, in the system -- in the facilities-- not 
having cameras in there, is the same thing- its all about hiding. Bullies and bad people within the system- are 
the people keeping it from evolving, to a better caring system.. its starts at the top of the weakness chain.. 
plastic weak people will never make a difference-- you have to have independent already abused/ knock about 
people- real people- so, properly experienced people, for the job- mature - and over it- honest people- the 
only people in the system belong to the system- they all work for the same boss- who rules over them- and 
anyone that might want to challenge them-- all the same boss-- that's why me saying this is virtually useless, 
cause your all gonna think what your doing already-is all lovely.. and above board-- that's why you welcome 
cctv in the bins hey. just one thing that shows something's being hidden. 
 
2.2. How should the key elements of OPCAT implementation in Australia be documented? 
 
2-answer--on a notepad would do fine- a word document would work too- how else do you think you 

document things- this already seems like a dodgy review 😊-- who cares anyway- what does this really matter- 
sorry, why ?- you document - i document the meeting, don't i ? don't you? how about we look at each others 
,and see that they marry up, and go from there-- I mean at the end of the day -- whatever opcat reckons, 
they're going to have to get through or into, the thick heads, of mental health- the government,- the drug 
company people,- and ll the gravy train players in mental health- their,! going to say, what goes, and what 
doesn't - just like they always have- their boss- the government is the boss--- that's all there is to it- if they 
look bad- they act-- so good luck opcat. one way or anothetr their calling the shots- and your only welcome if 
you jump where and when and how high your told to. lol. 
 
3.3. What are the most important or urgent issues that should be taken into account by the NPM? 
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3/ answer- all bins need cctv- all bins must have a withdrawal recovery healing re- education ward- set up for 
all thew people already damaged - who need long term fully operational mental healthy style, rehabilitation 
programs, and practices- in place for their recovery and ultimate- withdrawal- the psychiatrists admit, some 
people, aren't suited to these psychotropic drugs- and so they need to prove it- prove what they claim to 
know- and, start to, act like they're talking, when they talk, healing and recovery- the pleas, of their troubled 
and uncomfortably drugged prisoners- all that- yet- at the same time- "admit" they cant help anyone safely 
get off the medications, they're knowingly addicting them all to- out on CTOs in the community- knowing 
they're harming some of them. That's got to stop- they need to be made to undo all the misery, and all the 
poisoning, they've done- to these- "some people" and this opcat thing, and all you mental health flag flyers, 
need to make sure it happens, because if you don't-- your all going to turn really ugly-- sorry but i have to tell 
the truth. that's how it works- I love yas all and i don't want anyone to not do the right thing and turn ugly 
because of it-- ok.. 
 
4.4. How should Australian NPM bodies engage with civil society representatives and existing inspection 
mechanisms (eg, NGOs, people who visit places of detention etc)?  
 
4/ answer- openly and honestly- I like a smile myself- a decent handhsakes a good thing- a decent grip helps 
too- sincerity- eye contact...and id like them to send me a copy of their notes-and give me a ring- cause im real 

suss- or someone who isn't with them- employed wise- and then give me a ring. 😊 
 
5.5. How should the Australian NPM bodies work with key government stakeholders? 
 
5/ answer- isn't that going to be fun- like you've been naughty- no we haven't-- yes you have-- no we haven't- I 
mean how obvious is it that this thing is such a set up- opcat are your best mates- I guarantee. their gonna do 
what you people want and need them to do- and you and they know it- that's what im saying bruv. Only 
because of the corruption in mental health already-- its already way too poisoned-- and poisoning. so its 
ongoing- different when its caught and stopped- but that's not happening quite yet-- good luck again opcat- 
whoever you are. if im wrong- ill be surprised- and i will apologise- lets wait and see. 
 
6. 
6. How can Australia benefit most from the role of the SPT? 
7. After the Government formally ratifies OPCAT, how should more detailed decisions be made on how to 
apply OPCAT in Australia? 
 
6/ answer- I guess at least its another overseeing body- that can help- and do other things as well- but on the 
surface of that- i think its better with more overlook. two heads are better than one - hey....lol.. 
 
7/ - answer- not sure how to answrer that-- 11 53 running out of time too- wouldn't the ratification have what 
its ratifying - like all the details about that - what they agree to abide by - in the application procedure- by 
OPCAT = what's agreed to by the two bodies. sry ran out of time-- good luck everyone.. 




